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In order to set the 4G ball rolling; leading mobile networks in UK are walking extra mile to take
winning edge over the rest. Hence, no prize for guessing that in the wake of soaring 4G war top
mobile gladiators in UK are sweating out hard to cash on the incessant popularity of the 4G mobile
technology that are bound to change the dynamics of the mobile industry as a whole. In a deliberate
move to dominate mobile landscape across the UK, mobile bigwigs are trying all the rules in the
business book to become first among the equals to get 4G license to lead the game ahead.

The UK telecom regulator â€œOfComâ€• has waved green flag to mobile operator â€œEvery Thing Every
Whereâ€• to launch 4G mobile service across the board in UK at least a year ahead of other leading
mobile networks. No wonder that on the back of 4G technology mobile freaks will enjoy array of
benefits like never before. But as the matter of fact Orange and T-Mobile users have all reasons to
celebrate the news because â€œofComâ€™s announcement has paved the way for them to avail the 4G
service this year but the customers who are using the service of other mobile networks may have to
wait a bit longer to get their hands on 4G enabled mobile phones. No wonder that it has pushed the
intense mobile battle among leading service felicitators to the next level.

The announcement has taken UKâ€™s mobile arena by acute storm setting the stage for further power
altercation. The countdown has begun and Orange and T-Mobile users are at the joyous end as
prolonged wait is finally over for them. But the twist in the tale is that other big players are
challenging telecom regulatorâ€™s decision and in the midst of controversy surrounding the 4G
spectrum allocation the mobile circuit is buzzing with volley of speculations. Vodafone has already
opposed the unanticipated decision of the telecom regular to give one company a head start against
the rest of players.

What particularly has earned the wrath of the top players that the OfComâ€™s ruling seems to favor one
player at the cost of the other players? Therefore, no surprise that other players fear to lose their
strong foothold in the UK market. Another flaw that eventually added to the chaos is that even
before the related proceedings of spectrum allocation take off; the telecom regulator allowed â€œEvery
Thing Every Whereâ€• to go ahead with the existing spectrum to provide 4G service much before other
leading players launch their services.
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